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Synthesis of HIV-1 (�) strong-stop DNA is initiated
following annealing of the 3� 18 nucleotides (nt) of
tRNA3

Lys to the primer binding site (PBS) near the 5�
terminus of viral RNA. Here, we have investigated
whether sequences downstream of the PBS play a role in
promoting efficient (�) strong-stop DNA synthesis. Our
findings demonstrate a template requirement for at
least 24 bases downstream of the PBS when tRNA3

Lys or
an 18-nt RNA complementary to the PBS (R18), but not
an 18-nt DNA primer, are used. Additional assays using
18-nt DNA-RNA chimeric primers, as well as melting
studies and circular dichroism spectra of 18-nt primer:
PBS duplexes, suggest that priming efficiency is corre-
lated with duplex conformation and stability. Interest-
ingly, in the presence of nucleocapsid protein (NC), the
24 downstream bases are dispensable for synthesis
primed by tRNA3

Lys but not by R18. We present data
supporting the conclusion that NC promotes extended
interactions between the anticodon stem and variable
loop of tRNA3

Lys and a sequence upstream of the A-rich
loop in the template. Taken together, this study leads to
new insights into the initiation of HIV-1 reverse tran-
scription and the functional role of NC-facilitated tRNA-
template interactions in this process.

Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1)1 DNA syn-
thesis is initiated by annealing of the 3� 18 nucleotides (nt) of a
cellular tRNA primer, tRNA3

Lys, to the complementary 18-nt
primer binding site (PBS) near the 5� end of the viral RNA
template. Minus-strand DNA synthesis proceeds until the 5�
end of the template is copied, generating the first product of
reverse transcription, a 200-nt DNA termed (�) strong-stop
DNA ((�) SSDNA).

Studies on HIV-1 initiation in vitro indicate that two modes

of synthesis are involved in this process: (i) initiation, charac-
terized by a distributive, slow extension of the primer and a
high dissociation rate of reverse transcriptase (RT) from the
primer-template complex; and (ii) elongation, which follows a
transition between incorporation of the sixth and seventh nt
and results in a dramatic increase in the processivity and rate
of DNA synthesis (1–5). The inability of HIV-1 RT to initiate
(�) SSDNA synthesis efficiently in vitro may be in part due to
the nature of the three-dimensional structure of the initiation
complex, which involves extensive intermolecular interactions
between the tRNA3

Lys primer and the RNA template (see below)
(6–11). In addition, the efficiency of (�) SSDNA synthesis
appears to be sensitive to the helical conformation of the nu-
cleic acid duplexes that are accommodated by RT; for example,
when an 18-nt DNA primer complementary to the PBS (D18) is
used, (�) SSDNA synthesis begins immediately in the elonga-
tion mode (1–3, 5).

Initially, the 18-nt duplex region of the tRNA-viral RNA
complex adopts an A-form helical geometry, but after incorpo-
ration of dNTPs, the primer-template complex becomes a DNA-
RNA hybrid and assumes an intermediate conformation in
solution (12–14). X-ray crystallographic structures of RT bound
to primer-template complexes (D18 or RNA polypurine tract
(PPT) primer annealed to a complementary DNA template)
reveal a bend in these complexes of about 40° (15–17). The bend
occurs where �-helix H in the thumb subdomain of RT contacts
the bound nucleic acid (15–17) and is typically associated with
a transition from A- to B-form geometry (17). It has been
suggested that this structural transition is correlated with the
transition from the initiation to elongation mode (3, 11).

The HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein (NC), a small basic protein
with two zinc-finger structures (18), also functions in the ini-
tiation process. NC is a nucleic acid chaperone and catalyzes
conformational rearrangements that lead to the most thermo-
dynamically stable structures (19–30). The NC domain in Gag
promotes tRNA primer placement on the RNA genome (31, 32),
although the NC protein itself also has this activity in vitro
(32–37). The zinc fingers are not required for the tRNA anneal-
ing reaction, either in vitro (34–37) or in vivo (31). However,
there is evidence suggesting that the zinc fingers are needed to
help form a functional initiation complex that promotes effi-
cient (�) SSDNA synthesis (38, 39).

The importance of cis-acting elements in viral RNA for effi-
cient (�) SSDNA synthesis was first demonstrated in studies
with Rous sarcoma virus indicating that extended interactions
between the U5-IR stem upstream of the PBS and the T�C
loop of tRNATrp enhance initiation of reverse transcription (40,
41). More recently, an additional U5-T�C interaction has been
described (42). A novel interaction between the 5� terminus of
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tRNA3
Lys and the feline immunodeficiency virus U5-IR loop has

also been reported (43). In the case of HIV-1, chemical and
enzymatic probing revealed complex interactions between U5
sequences upstream of the PBS and the anticodon loop, the 3�
portion of the anticodon stem, and part of the variable loop of
tRNA3

Lys (9–11, 44–46). In particular, both in vitro and in vivo
data pointed to an interaction between the anticodon loop of
tRNA3

Lys and an A-rich loop in HIV-1 RNA, approximately ten
bases upstream of the PBS (1, 4, 8–10, 44, 46–52). The ex-
tended interactions between the primer tRNA and template
have been reported to be stabilized by post-transcriptional
modification of tRNA3

Lys (9) and to contribute to efficient initi-
ation of (�) SSDNA synthesis and transition from the initiation
to elongation mode (1). Recently, it was suggested that an
interaction between the 5� portion of the T�C loop of tRNA3

Lys

and a conserved 8-nt sequence in U5, referred to as a primer
activation signal, may facilitate initiation of (�) SSDNA
synthesis (53, 54).

As yet, a possible role in initiation for cis-acting template
sequences downstream of the PBS has not been completely
clarified. Deletion of a 54-nt sequence immediately down-
stream of the PBS led to a loss in infectivity and a dramatic
reduction in viral DNA synthesis (55). Further analysis of
smaller deletions within the 54-nt region showed that certain
mutations have a greater effect on infectivity (55, 56) and
synthesis of (�) SSDNA in vivo (55) than others. In vitro,
however, the mutant RNA templates have similar activities
but are less efficient than wild-type RNA in directing tRNA
primer extension (4, 56). In other in vitro work, it was reported
that templates with mutations in downstream sequences that
disrupt base pairing with the proposed primer activation sig-
nal, direct increased levels of (�) SSDNA synthesis, compared
with a wild-type RNA template (53, 54).

In the present study, we have investigated the primer and
template requirements for efficient synthesis of (�) SSDNA in
vitro. We report that in the absence of NC, at least 24 bases
immediately downstream of the PBS are required for efficient
(�) SSDNA synthesis when RNA primers (native tRNA3

Lys or
an 18-nt RNA complementary to the PBS (R18)), but not an all
DNA (D18) primer, are used. These findings, as well as results
of assays with chimeric DNA-RNA primers, are correlated with
CD spectra and melting studies of 18-nt primer:PBS duplexes,
underscoring the important role of helical conformation and
thermal stability for priming activity. The results also suggest
that the presence of the 24 additional downstream bases in
viral RNA may allow the template to assume a more favorable
conformation for annealing to the RNA primers. Interestingly,
HIV-1 NC abrogates the requirement for these additional bases
if (�) SSDNA synthesis is primed by tRNA3

Lys but not by R18.
Mutational analysis supports the hypothesis that the nucleic
acid chaperone activity of NC facilitates stable formation of
extended interactions between the 3� anticodon stem and vari-
able loop of tRNA3

Lys and bases upstream of the A-rich loop in
the RNA template and that these interactions modulate initi-
ation of reverse transcription.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Materials—Ribo- and deoxyribonucleosides are indicated by upper
and lowercase letters, respectively. D18 and R18 oligonucleotides (5�-
gtccctgttcgggcgcca and 5�-GUCCCUGUUCGGGCGCCA, respectively)
that are complementary to the HIV-1 PBS were purchased from Oligos
Etc., Inc. (Wilsonville, OR). Three DNA-RNA chimeric oligonucleotide
primers, R9D9, D9R9, and R17D1, were prepared by solid-phase syn-
thesis on an Expedite 8909 RNA/DNA synthesizer using phosphorami-
dite monomers, and other chemicals purchased from Glen Research
(Sterling, VA). The sequences were as follows: 5�-GUCCCUGUUcgggc-
gcca (R9D9); 5�-gtccctgttCGGGCGCCA (D9R9); and 5�-GUCCCUGUU-
CGGGCGCCa (R17D1). Purified tRNA3

Lys from human placenta was
obtained from Bio S&T (Lachine, Quebec, Canada). PCR primers and

an 18-nt oligonucleotide complementary to the 3� end of tRNA3
Lys (5�-

tggcgcccgaacagggac) were purchased from Lofstrand (Gaithersburg,
MD). [�-32P]ATP (3000 Ci/mmol) and [�-32P]dCTP (6000 Ci/mmol) were
purchased from Amersham Biosciences. HIV-1 RT was obtained from
Worthington Biochemical Corp. (Lakewood, NJ). Calf intestinal phos-
phatase and Vent DNA polymerase were obtained from New England
Biolabs (Beverly, MA). Recombinant wild-type HIV-1 NC (55-amino
acid form) was a generous gift from Dr. Robert Gorelick and was
prepared as described previously (57).

Plasmid Construction—All plasmid sequences were derived from the
HIV-1 pNL4-3 clone (58). Plasmid pRUG, which was designed to pro-
vide the DNA templates for in vitro synthesis of viral RNA templates,
was constructed from the previously described pJD plasmid (59). The
pNL4-3 fragment from the SacI site (nt 491) in the repeat (R) region of
the 5� long terminal repeat to the PstI site (nt 1419) in the capsid coding
region was inserted into the SacI and PstI sites of the pJD plasmid.
Three mutations were made in pRUG, which result in modification of
U5 sequences in the RNA transcribed from the mutant templates:
pRUG mut (143–149), which changes nt 143–149 to their complemen-
tary bases; pRUG AloopU, which substitutes four U residues for the
four A residues (nt 169–172) in the A-rich loop; and pRUG AloopU mut
(143–149), containing the double mutation. For PCR amplification of
fragments from plasmid pRUG, the forward primer (5�-ccaatgcttaat-
cagtgaggc), located at the start of the amp gene, 1459 nt upstream of the
T7 promoter, was used. The reverse primers were as follows: pRUG mut
(143–149), 5�-gtccctgttcgggcgccactgctagagattttccacactgactaaaagggtgact
cccatctctagttacc; pRUG AloopU, 5�-gtccctgttcgggcgccactgctagagaaaaac-
cacactgactaaaagggtctgagggatctctagttacc; pRUG AloopU mut (143–149),
5�-gtccctgttcgggcgccactgctagagaaaaaccacactgactaaaagggtgactcccatctct-
agttacc. Each reverse primer has a NarI site starting 11 nt from the 5�
end (corresponding to nt 184–190 in the PBS region of the RNA); the
vector also has a NarI site. The fragments were cut with NarI and
inserted into NarI-digested pRUG. In all cases, the sequences of both
the insert and the boundary regions were verified by DNA sequencing.

Preparation of RNA Templates—To make the DNA templates for in
vitro RNA transcription, the fragments containing both the T7 pro-
moter and the desired length of viral RNA were amplified by PCR from
plasmid pRUG or the three pRUG mutants, using Vent DNA polymer-
ase. The forward primer (5�-ccaatgcttaatcagtgaggc) is located at the
start of the amp gene. The reverse primers were as follows: RNA 200,
5�-gtccctgttcgggcgccact; RNA 210, 5�-tcgctttcaagtccctgttc; RNA 220, 5�-
ggctttactttcgctttcaa; RNA 221, 5�-tggctttactttcgctttca; RNA 222, 5�-ctg-
gctttactttcgctttc; RNA 223, 5�-tctggctttactttcgcttt; RNA 224, 5�-ctctg-
gctttactttcgctt; RNA 226, 5�-tcctctggctttactttcgc; RNA 228, 5�-
tctcctctggctttactttc; RNA 230, 5�-gatctcctctggctttactt; RNA 240, 5�-
tgcgtcgagagatctcctct; RNA 244, 5�-gtcctgcgtcgagagatc; RNA 732, 5�-
gtaattttggctgacctggc. The reverse primers for RNA 200 and RNA 244
could also be used to generate the corresponding mutant RNA tem-
plates. After PCR amplification, the DNA fragments were separated on
1.5% agarose gels and were extracted with a QIAEX II kit (Qiagen, Inc.,
Valencia, CA). To prepare the DNA template for synthesis of RNA 509,
pRUG was linearized with AccI. RNA templates were transcribed with
T7 RNA polymerase, using an Ambion MEGAscript kit (Ambion Inc.,
Austin, TX) and were then purified by electrophoresis on a 2 or 3%
agarose gel. RNA fragments of the appropriate size were extracted from
the gel with an RNaid kit (Qbiogene, Carlsbad, CA), according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The purified RNA was quantified by meas-
uring the absorbance at 260 nm. Note that the RNA templates are
defined by the number of bases downstream of nt �1 in the viral RNA
genome (see Fig. 1B). The secondary structure of a portion of the 5�
leader region of HIV-1 NL4-3 RNA (see Fig. 1A) was predicted from
mfold (60, 61).

Preparation of Labeled Primers—The R18, R9D9, D9R9, and R17D1
primers were purified on denaturing 20% polyacrylamide-Tris-borate/
EDTA (TBE) gels and were then eluted with an RNaid kit. All of the
18-nt primers were labeled at their 5� ends with [�-32P]ATP, as de-
scribed previously (62). To prepare 5� 32P-labeled tRNA3

Lys, the acceptor
stem was first disrupted by annealing the 3� end of the tRNA to an 18-nt
DNA complementary oligonucleotide (see above); this increases the
efficiency of labeling at the 5� end of the tRNA. The tRNA was then
dephosphorylated with calf intestinal phosphatase (1 unit/�g of
tRNA3

Lys) at 50 °C for 2 h prior to labeling. Following incubation with
0.2 units/�l of RNase-free DNase I (Ambion Inc.) for 30 min at 37 °C,
the 76-nt tRNA was separated from other products by electrophoresis
on a denaturing 10% polyacrylamide-TBE gel and was then eluted and
quantified, as described above under “Preparation of RNA Templates.”

Assay of (�) SSDNA Synthesis—Unless specified otherwise, the tem-
plate and primer were annealed with heat, and NC was not present in
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the reaction mixture. In these experiments, 0.2 pmol of the indicated
RNA template was annealed to 0.1 pmol of the indicated 32P-labeled
primer (3–5 � 105 cpm) in 2 �l of buffer, containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH
8.0, and 75 mM KCl at 65 °C for 5 min followed by gradual cooling to
37 °C. Where annealing was performed in the presence of HIV-1 NC, 0.2
pmol of the RNA template was annealed to 0.1 pmol of the 5� labeled
R18 primer (3–5 � 105 cpm) or to unlabeled tRNA3

Lys in 7 �l of solution,
containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 75 mM KCl, and NC protein (equiv-
alent to 7 nt per NC) at 37 °C for 15 min. Following annealing, reaction
buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 75 mM KCl, 7 mM MgCl2, 1 mM dithiothre-
itol, 50 �M dNTPs) and HIV-1 RT (0.2 pmol) were added, and the
mixture (final volume, 20 �l) was incubated at 37 °C for 30 min. When
unlabeled tRNA3

Lys was used, the reaction buffer also contained 10 �Ci
of [�-32P]dCTP. Reactions were terminated by freezing on dry ice,
followed by addition of 8 �l of gel loading buffer II (Ambion). The
samples were heated at 90 °C for 5 min and were loaded onto a dena-
turing 6% polyacrylamide-TBE gel. Radioactivity was quantified by
using a PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics) and ImageQuant soft-
ware. To calculate the percentage of the (�) SSDNA product that was
extended from a 5� labeled primer, the “volume” of the (�) SSDNA band
was divided by the total volume in that lane. For experiments where (�)
SSDNA was internally labeled, the amount of (�) SSDNA product made
with a particular RNA template relative to RNA 200 (taken as 100%)
was calculated. Each experiment was repeated independently at least
three times. Representative data are shown under “Results.”

CD Spectra—For CD spectra, R18, D18, and chimeric DNA-RNA
oligonucleotides were gel-purified on denaturing 16% polyacrylamide-
TBE gels, eluted, and desalted as described (63, 64). To determine the
concentration of the synthetic oligonucleotides, an extinction coefficient
(�260) of 14.3 � 105 M�1cm�1 was used. CD spectra were obtained on a

Jasco J-710 spectropolarimeter at 25 °C in a 1-mm cell with �25 �M

duplex. The duplexes were annealed by incubating strands in buffer
containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 75 mM KCl at 80 °C for 2 min,
60 °C for 2 min, followed by addition of 0.1 M MgCl2 to a final concen-
tration of 10 mM and placement on ice. Final CD spectra are the average
of three scans.

Melting Studies—UV melting profiles (absorbance versus tempera-
ture) were obtained on an Agilent 8453 spectrophotometer equipped
with a Peltier device. Samples were heated at 15 degrees/h, and the
absorbance at 260 nm was collected at 0.5-degree increments from 40 to
98 °C in a 1-cm path length cuvette. Prior to data collection, duplexes (2
�M) were annealed in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 75 mM KCl by
incubating at 65 °C for 5 min, slow cooling to 37 °C, incubating at 37 °C
for 5 min, and then placing on ice. Reported melting point temperature
(Tm) values were calculated using the first derivative of the heating
trace and represent the average of two or three trials, which differed by
�3.2%.

RESULTS

Effect of RNA Template Length on (�) SSDNA Synthesis
Primed by the D18, R18, and tRNA3

Lys Primers—To investigate
the potential role of sequences downstream of the PBS in the
synthesis of (�) SSDNA (Fig. 1A), we analyzed primer exten-
sion efficiency with 14 in vitro transcribed RNA templates
containing varying lengths of downstream sequences (Fig. 1B).
The templates tested in the initial experiments terminated at
nt 200 i.e. the 3� end of the PBS (RNA 200), nt 244 (RNA 244),
nt 509 (RNA 509), and nt 732 (RNA 732). The results showed

FIG. 1. Proposed secondary struc-
ture of a portion of the HIV-1 NL4-3 5�
leader region and schematic diagram
of RNA templates used in this study.
A, the predicted secondary structure of a
portion of the 5� leader region of HIV-1
NL4-3 RNA obtained using mfold (60, 61).
The TAR stem-loop, the poly(A) hairpin,
the A-rich loop, and the 18-nt PBS are
indicated. The PBS bases are shown in
italics. Note that throughout the text, up-
stream sequences refers to template RNA
sequences 5� of the PBS, i.e. beginning at
nt 182; downstream sequences refers to
template sequences 3� of the PBS, i.e. be-
ginning at nt 201. B, the boxed PBS se-
quence (nt 183–200) and the sequence of
downstream bases up to nt 244 are shown
at the top of the panel. The templates
start from an additional G residue up-
stream of nt �1 in viral genomic RNA and
are designated according to their total
number of bases.
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that at most, 44 downstream bases were required for efficient
priming with the R18 primer consisting of the 3� 18 nt of
tRNA3

Lys or with full-length native tRNA3
Lys (data not shown).

To more closely determine the minimum number of down-
stream bases required for efficient synthesis of (�) SSDNA,
additional templates with smaller differences in template
length were tested. A summary of our observations is presented
in Fig. 2, which shows (�) SSDNA synthesis initiated with the
D18 (Fig. 2A), R18 (Fig. 2B), and tRNA3

Lys (Fig. 2C) primers,
using the 14 viral RNA templates (Fig. 1B). DNA products were
separated by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (upper portion
of each panel), and the percent (�) SSDNA synthesized was
calculated from PhosphorImager analysis of the gel data (lower
portion of each panel).

As demonstrated in Fig. 2A, (�) SSDNA synthesis primed by
the D18 primer was independent of template length. However,
with the R18 or tRNA3

Lys primers and templates RNA 200 to
RNA 223, each consecutive addition of downstream bases re-
sulted in corresponding increases in the amount of (�) SSDNA
synthesis (Fig. 2, B and C, lanes 1–6). However, once the
template contained 24 downstream bases, adding more bases to
the template did not lead to a further increase in (�) SSDNA
synthesis (Fig. 2, B and C, lanes 7–14). These results indicate
that the RNA template must contain 24 bases downstream of
the PBS for efficient RT-catalyzed extension in vitro.

To investigate whether efficient RT extension requires a
specific sequence in the RNA genome or whether a random
sequence of 24 bases downstream of the PBS is sufficient, two
different RNA templates (RNA 224a and RNA 224b) were

prepared. RNA 224a was constructed by removing the 44 bases
immediately downstream of the PBS but retaining the next 3�
24 bases; similarly, in RNA 224b, the 24 bases immediately
downstream of the PBS were deleted, but the succeeding 3� 24
bases were retained. Using these two RNA templates and the
R18 primer, (�) SSDNA synthesis was even lower than that
observed with RNA 200 (data not shown). Thus, the effect of
the 24-base sequence downstream of the PBS on efficient
primer extension is dependent on the specific genomic RNA
sequence, presumably because it allows the RNA template to
fold into a stable conformation that is favorable for duplex
formation.

(�) SSDNA Synthesis Primed by DNA-RNA Chimeric Prim-
ers—To gain further insight into the unique dependence of
RNA primers on template length, we compared the activities of
chimeric primers that were complementary to the PBS: R9D9
(Fig. 3A), D9R9 (Fig. 3B), and R17D1 (Fig. 3C). The experimen-
tal procedures were the same as those used for the experiments
described in the previous section. As shown in Fig. 3A, the
percent (�) SSDNA synthesis primed by the R9D9 primer (5�
half RNA, 3� half DNA) was similar with all 14 RNA templates.
This result indicates that R9D9 behaves like the all-DNA
primer, D18 (compare Fig. 2A and Fig. 3A).

In contrast, when synthesis was primed by R17D1 (substi-
tution of only one deoxyribonucleotide at the 3� end of R18), the
efficiency of (�) SSDNA synthesis was dependent on the length
of the downstream sequences (Fig. 3C). Thus, RNA templates
that had 24 or more downstream bases (Fig. 3C, lanes 7–14)
supported similar levels of (�) SSDNA synthesis, whereas with

FIG. 2. (�) SSDNA synthesis initiated by D18, R18, and tRNA3
Lys primers. D18 (A), R18 (B), and tRNA3

Lys (C) primers were used to initiate
(�) SSDNA synthesis, as described under “Experimental Procedures.” The upper portions of each panel show gel analysis of the 32P-labeled
products; the position to which (�) SSDNA migrated is also indicated. PhosphorImager analysis of the gel data is shown in the bar graphs in the
lower portion of each panel; the percentage (%) of (�) SSDNA was calculated as described under “Experimental Procedures.” Lane 1, RNA 200; lane
2, RNA 210; lane 3, RNA 220; lane 4, RNA 221; lane 5, RNA 222; lane 6, RNA 223; lane 7, RNA 224; lane 8, RNA 226; lane 9, RNA 228; lane 10,
RNA 230; lane 11, RNA 240; lane 12, RNA 244; lane 13, RNA 509; lane 14, RNA 732. The numbers corresponding to lanes 1 (RNA 200), 7 (RNA
224), and 12 (RNA 244) are highlighted.
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templates having a total of 200–223 bases (RNA 200 to RNA
223), incremental increases in the length of the template led to
corresponding increases in (�) SSDNA (Fig. 3C, lanes 1–6).
These findings demonstrate that R17D1 behaves like the all-
RNA primer, R18 (compare Fig. 3C with Fig. 2B). Interestingly,
when the D9R9 primer (5� half DNA, 3� half RNA) was used,
maximal (�) SSDNA synthesis was achieved only if the tem-
plate contained at least 24 bases downstream of the PBS (Fig.
3B). However, the dependence on template length was not as
striking as that seen with the R17D1 and R18 primers (com-
pare Fig. 3B with Fig. 3C and Fig. 2B, respectively). Taken
together, the observations illustrated in Fig. 3 raise the possi-
bility that differences between the helical conformations of
duplexes formed by the PBS and each of the oligonucleotide
primers might be responsible for the observed differences in the
requirements for priming activity.

CD Spectra of Duplexes between the PBS (Template) and
Various Oligonucleotide Primers—To investigate the possibil-
ity that helical conformation may be a determinant for priming
activity, we analyzed the CD spectra of 18-nt primer:PBS du-
plexes (Fig. 4). The CD spectra of the all-RNA duplex (R18:
PBS), as well as the various deoxy-substituted chimeric du-
plexes, indicated overall A-form helices for all variants tested.
All spectra had a large maximum near 265 nm, a shallow
negative peak close to 235 nm, and a large negative peak
around 210 nm. A very small negative peak was also observed
near 300 nm in all cases. Although the duplexes all appeared to
maintain an overall A-form geometry, which is in good agree-
ment with earlier CD studies of DNA:RNA hybrids (65–68),
slight shifts in the spectra were apparent in some cases, sug-
gesting subtle differences in the conformations.

Replacement of R18 with D18 resulted in noticeable alter-
ation of the CD spectrum (Fig. 4). Both a decrease and a slight
shift in the maximum of the D18:PBS spectrum compared with
that of R18:PBS suggested that the hybrid duplex, although
maintaining an overall A-form conformation, had characteris-
tics that are shifted somewhat toward B-form (69). In particu-
lar, the negative CD band around 298 nm present in the RNA
duplex was more shallow and shifted to �308 nm in the D18:
PBS spectrum (Fig. 4, insets), which is indicative of a shift
toward B-form conformation (69). Thus, the CD spectrum ob-
served with the D18:PBS duplex suggests that the lack of
dependence on template length in the extension assays (Fig.
2A) with a DNA primer may be the result of an altered duplex
conformation.

Spectra for R9D9:PBS and D9R9:PBS indicated that the
conformations of these chimeric duplexes were also slightly
altered relative to those of R18:PBS and D18:PBS. The R9D9:
PBS CD spectrum (Fig. 4A) had a maximum near 265 nm and
a shallow negative band near 300 nm (Fig. 4A, inset) that both
shifted slightly toward longer wavelengths relative to the R18:
PBS duplex. Overall, the spectrum aligns more closely with
that of D18:PBS than with the spectrum of the all-RNA duplex
and indicates a slight shift toward a B-form conformation. This
conformational change toward B-form is again correlated with
a lack of dependence on downstream template sequences in the
reverse transcription assays carried out with the R9D9 primer
(Fig. 3A). In contrast, the CD spectrum of D9R9:PBS was more
similar to that of the all-RNA (R18:PBS) duplex (Fig. 4B). The
most significant change in the D9R9:PBS spectrum was a de-
crease in the strength of the maximum at 265 nm. This may
indicate a minor shift toward B-form and/or a decrease in

FIG. 3. (�) SSDNA synthesis initiated by DNA-RNA chimeric primers. Three DNA-RNA chimeric primers, R9D9 (A), D9R9 (B), and R17D1
(C), were used to initiate (�) SSDNA synthesis, as described under “Experimental Procedures.” The RNA and DNA portions of each primer are
represented at the top of each panel by white and black boxes, respectively. The gel data are shown in the upper portion of each panel.
PhosphorImager analysis of the gel data (lower portion of each panel) and calculation of the (%) (�) SSDNA product were performed as described
in the legend to Fig. 2. The identities of the RNA templates in lanes 1–14 are the same as in Fig. 2.
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overall stability. The minor deviations from the all-RNA duplex
observed in the CD spectrum of the D9R9:PBS duplex are in
accord with the slight deviation in behavior of the D9R9 primer
relative to the all-RNA, R18 primer in the reverse transcription
assays (Fig. 3B).

By overlaying the spectra of the R17D1:PBS and R18:PBS
duplexes, it is evident that they are essentially identical (data
not shown). Therefore, there is no change in the duplex confor-
mation when a single deoxyribonucleotide is substituted at the
3� end of the primer strand. The similarity in conformation is in
accord with the similar dependence on downstream sequences
in the initiation of reverse transcription when R17D1 is sub-
stituted for R18 (Fig. 3C).

Thus, CD analysis suggests that there is a correlation be-
tween the helical conformation of the various primer:PBS du-
plexes and their priming activity. In particular, we find that an
increased dependence on template length in the assays that
measure the ability of the primers to initiate (�) SSDNA syn-
thesis correlates with A-form helical geometry (compare Fig. 4
with Figs. 2 and 3). In contrast, the duplexes that exhibit a
shift toward B-form geometry display priming activity that is
relatively independent of downstream sequences.

Melting Studies of Duplexes between the PBS (Template) and
Various Oligonucleotide Primers—Melting studies were under-
taken to investigate the thermal stability of the primer-tem-
plate duplexes (Table I). As expected, the all-RNA duplex was
more stable than the all-DNA duplex (66, 70, 71), whereas the
chimeras were intermediate in their thermal stability. The
relative stability of chimeric DNA-RNA duplexes is difficult to
predict and depends strongly on base composition (65–67, 70,
71). Interestingly, we find that the R9D9:PBS duplex had a Tm

of 78.5 °C, which is very close to the Tm for the D18 duplex
(77.5 °C); in contrast, the D9R9 duplex had a Tm (84.5 °C) that
is more similar to the Tm for the R18 duplex (88.1 °C). These
data indicate that the R9D9 duplex is more DNA-like in its
stability, whereas the D9R9 duplex is more RNA-like. Thus,
the results are in excellent agreement with the biochemical
data (see Figs. 2 and 3) and CD analysis (Fig. 4) described
above.

Effect of NC on the Requirement for Downstream Bases in
Reactions Primed by R18 or tRNA3

Lys—HIV-1 NC activity ap-
pears to be necessary to form a functional initiation complex
(38, 39) and achieve efficient synthesis of (�) SSDNA. It was

therefore of interest to investigate the requirement for down-
stream bases in reactions containing NC. In Fig. 5A, R18 (la-
beled at its 5� end) was annealed to the RNA templates in the
presence of NC (7 nt/NC), and this was followed by RT-cata-
lyzed extension of the primer to yield (�) SSDNA. The results
showed that the percent (�) SSDNA was independent of tem-
plate length only when �24 bases downstream of the PBS were
included in the template (Fig. 5A, compare lanes 7–12 with
lanes 1–6). This result is identical to that observed when NC
was absent from the reaction and the primer:template duplex
was formed by heat annealing (Fig. 2B).

To perform the analogous experiment with native tRNA3
Lys,

unlabeled primer was annealed to the RNA templates in the
presence of NC, and DNA products were internally labeled by
adding [�-32P]dCTP to the reaction mixtures (Fig. 5B). Inter-
estingly, in this case, approximately the same amount of (�)
SSDNA was synthesized with each of the templates. This
finding is illustrated by the bar graph in the lower portion of
Fig. 5B, where the amount of (�) SSDNA synthesized with
each template was plotted relative to the amount made by
RNA 200.

The results of Fig. 5 demonstrate that NC was able to abro-
gate the requirement for downstream bases seen with tem-
plates RNA 200 to RNA 223 when tRNA3

Lys (Fig. 5B), but not
when the R18 primer (Fig. 5A), was used. Similar results were
obtained when unmodified (synthetic) tRNA3

Lys was added to
RNA 200 reactions, i.e. without NC, (�) SSDNA synthesis was
dependent on sequences downstream of the PBS, but in the
presence of NC it was not. However, in these reactions, the
level of (�) SSDNA synthesis was reduced by �2–3-fold rela-
tive to the amount made in comparable reactions with the
native tRNA primer (data not shown). It should also be noted

TABLE I
Melting temperatures of primer:PBS duplexes

All measurements were carried out in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 75
mM KCl and represent the average of two or three trials, which differed
by �3.2%.

Primer Tm (°C)

D18 77.5
R9D9 78.5
D9R9 84.5
R18 88.1

FIG. 4. CD spectra of 18-nt primer:PBS duplexes. The figure represents CD spectra of primer:PBS duplexes (25 �M) in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH
8.0, 75 mM KCl, and 10 mM MgCl2 at 25°C. Comparison of CD spectra of R9D9:PBS (dashed red) (A) and D9R9:PBS (dashed blue) (B) with those
of R18:PBS (solid blue) and D18:PBS (solid red) is shown. Insets, wavelength region 295–315 nm illustrates the shift in shallow negative CD bands.
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that addition of NC following heat annealing gave the same
results as those obtained when NC was maintained in the
mixture during annealing and extension (data not shown), in
agreement with Brulé et al. (72). Thus, using either protocol
with the native tRNA primer, the 24-nt downstream element
was dispensable for efficient (�) SSDNA synthesis.

Effect of Mutating Template Bases Upstream of the PBS on
the Ability of NC to Abrogate the Requirement for the Down-
stream Element—The results illustrated in Fig. 5, demonstrat-
ing a specific effect of NC with the tRNA primer, but not with
R18, suggest that NC may facilitate extended interactions be-
tween tRNA3

Lys and upstream template sequences and that
these interactions modulate reverse transcription. Previous
work (1, 4, 8–10, 44, 46–52) indicated that residues in the
A-rich loop interact with the anticodon loop of the tRNA
primer. In addition, structure probing suggested an interaction
between the 3� arm of the anticodon stem and the variable loop
of the tRNA (nt 40–46) and U5 sequences upstream of the
A-rich loop, corresponding to nt 140–143 in helix 3E and nt
158–160 in helix 5D in HIV-1 MAL RNA (10, 44, 46). In HIV-1
NL4-3, used in the present work, we find that the correspond-
ing template sequences are contiguous and include nt 143–149
(58).

To investigate whether such extended tRNA-template inter-
actions could account for the NC effect on tRNA3

Lys-primed
synthesis of (�) SSDNA, two different substitution mutations
(Fig. 6) were made in both the RNA 200 and RNA 244 tem-
plates, either singly or in combination: (i) mutation of the four
A residues at nt 169–172 to U residues (AloopU); (ii) mutation
of nt 143–149 (mut (143–149)) to the complementary bases; and
(iii) the double mutation. Each of the templates was assayed
with unlabeled tRNA3

Lys primer, in the absence or presence of
NC. A representative gel and PhosphorImager analysis of gel
data averaged from three independent experiments are shown

in Fig. 7, A and B, respectively. In Fig. 7B, the results are
expressed as the amount of (�) SSDNA made relative to that
synthesized by the wild-type RNA 244 template in the absence
of NC (100%).

As expected from the data of Fig. 5, reactions with the wild-
type RNA 244 template yielded the same amount of (�) SSDNA
independent of the presence of NC, whereas with the RNA 200
template, the amount of synthesis reached the RNA 244 level
only when NC was added (Fig. 7, A and B, compare lanes 5 and
13 with lanes 1 and 9). The RNA 200 and RNA 244 templates
bearing the AloopU mutation exhibited an increase in priming
efficiency (ranging from �1.5- to 3-fold) in the presence of NC
(Fig. 7, A and B, lanes 10 and 14), compared with the RNA 244
control (Fig. 7, A and B, lane 5); with the RNA 244 mutant, a
similar effect was also seen in the absence of NC (Fig. 7, A and
B, lane 6). Under conditions where the initial products of re-
verse transcription (�1, �3, and �5 nt) can be easily detected
(low dNTP concentrations), overall accumulation of these short
DNAs in NC-containing mutant reactions was significantly
reduced, relative to the wild-type controls. However, unlike the
corresponding wild-type templates, the AloopU mutants di-
rected synthesis of a greater amount of the �5 product relative
to the �1 and �3 products (data not shown). These results are
in agreement with findings by Liang et al. (4) that disrupting
the interaction between the A-rich loop in the template and the
anticodon loop of the tRNA primer leads to a decrease in RT
pausing in vitro.

In contrast to our observations with the AloopU mutants,
mutation of nt 143–149 alone or in combination with the
AloopU mutation reduced the activity of RNA 200 by about
2-fold in the absence of NC (Fig. 7, A and B, lanes 3 and 4). With
the RNA 244 template, these mutations supported a modest to
very slight increase in (�) SSDNA synthesis (Fig. 7, A and B,
lanes 7 and 8, respectively). Most importantly, however, in the

FIG. 5. Effect of NC on (�) SSDNA synthesis initiated by the R18 and tRNA3
Lys primers. 5� 32P-labeled R18 (A) or unlabeled native

tRNA3
Lys (B) were annealed to RNA templates in the presence of NC and were extended by HIV-1 RT, as detailed under “Experimental Procedures.”

Gel data are shown at the top of each panel. PhosphorImager analysis of the gel data (lower portion of each panel) and calculation of percent (�)
SSDNA (A) or (�) SSDNA relative to RNA 200 (B) were performed as described under “Experimental Procedures.” The identities of the RNA
templates in lanes 1–12 are the same as in Fig. 2.
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presence of NC, there was a major difference in the activities of
the mutant RNA 200 and RNA 244 templates. Thus, when the
RNA 200 template contained either the 143–149 mutation or
the double mutation, there was an �16-fold decrease in activity
(Fig. 7, A and B, lanes 11 and 12). Interestingly, the actual
amount of (�) SSDNA made with these two mutants was the
same with or without NC (compare lanes 3 and 4 with lanes 11
and 12). However, RNA 244 mut (143–149) and the double
mutant had the same or moderately reduced activity, respec-
tively, relative to the wild-type template (Fig. 7, A and B, lanes
15 and 16). Note that the stimulatory effect of the single
AloopU mutation was no longer detected in the double
mutants.

Taken together, these results strongly suggest an NC-de-
pendent interaction between nt 143–149 in the RNA template
and nt 40–46 in the 3� anticodon stem and variable loop of the
tRNA primer. This interaction modulates the efficiency of ini-
tiation of reverse transcription and replaces the requirement
for additional downstream bases in templates smaller than
RNA 224. Importantly, none of the mutations affected (�)
SSDNA synthesis initiated by the R18 primer in the presence
or absence of NC (data not shown), thus confirming that the
effect is tRNA-specific.

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we have investigated the possible role
of HIV-1 RNA template sequences immediately downstream of
the PBS in the initiation of (�) SSDNA synthesis, using a
reconstituted in vitro system. Our results demonstrate that in
the absence of NC, at least 24 bases downstream of the PBS are
required for maximal synthesis of (�) SSDNA with the
tRNA3

Lys and R18 primers; in contrast, with the D18 primer, no
additional bases beyond the PBS are needed. Interestingly, in
the presence of NC, downstream bases are dispensable for
tRNA-primed (�) SSDNA synthesis but are still required when
the R18 primer is used.

The specific differences that we observe in the priming ac-
tivities of RNA and DNA primers (Fig. 2) have not been re-
ported previously but are consistent with kinetic (1–3, 5) and
mutational (see below) (73, 74) studies of HIV-1 RT activity
indicating that the efficiency of (�) SSDNA synthesis is sensi-
tive to the helical conformation of primer-template complexes.
The data are also consistent with structural studies of HIV-1
RT complexed to DNA or RNA primers annealed to a DNA
template (15–17).

To further investigate the role of helical conformation in the
initiation step, we assayed the priming activities of chimeric

FIG. 6. Mutations in RNA template
bases upstream of the PBS. A, the en-
tire sequence of the 76-nt human tRNA3

Lys

and sequences from nt 113–250 at the 5�
end of NL4-3 genomic RNA are shown.
The PBS (italics) and the 3� acceptor stem
in the tRNA are in blue. Upstream RNA
sequences nt 143–149 and the comple-
mentary sequence in the 3� arm of the
anticodon stem and variable loop of
tRNA3

Lys (nt 40–46) are in red; the A-rich
loop (nt 169–172) and the complementary
anticodon loop in the tRNA are in green.
B, the linear template sequence is shown
with the three regions, nt 143–149, A-rich
loop, and PBS, highlighted with the same
colors as those used in A. A schematic
representation of the wild-type and mu-
tant RNA 200 and RNA 244 templates
indicating the mutated sequences is
shown below the linear sequence.
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DNA-RNA primers (Fig. 3). In addition, we also analyzed the
CD spectra and thermostabilities of 18-nt primer:PBS du-
plexes (see Fig. 4 and Table I). As might be expected, the R18
duplex exhibits classical A-form geometry, whereas the D18
complex shows an intermediate (12–14, 75, 76) conformation
(Fig. 4). Interestingly, the presence of a 3� deoxyribonucle-
otide in the primer (R17D1) is not sufficient to alter RNA-like
behavior in assays of (�) SSDNA synthesis (Fig. 3C) or du-
plex conformation relative to that of the all-RNA, R18 primer
(data not shown). In contrast, the presence of nine deoxyri-
bonucleotides at the 3� end (R9D9), but not at the 5� end
(D9R9), of the primer has a dramatic effect on the require-
ment for additional template sequences and also affects du-
plex conformation. Thus, duplexes that maintain greater A-
like character ((R18:PBS, D9R9:PBS) (Fig. 4B), and R17D1:
PBS (data not shown)) show a stronger dependence on
downstream template sequences (see Fig. 2B and Fig. 3, B
and C, respectively), whereas a shift toward B-like conforma-
tion (D18:PBS and R9D9:PBS) (Fig. 4A) is correlated with a
lack of a dependence on template length (see Fig. 2A and Fig.
3A, respectively). Melting studies of the 18-nt duplexes are in
agreement with these data (Table I); R9D9 and D18 duplexes
have similar Tm values, which are several degrees lower than

the values obtained for the R18 and D9R9 duplexes.
Taken together, these results highlight the importance of

both helical conformation and thermostability as determinants
of priming activity in the initiation of minus-strand DNA syn-
thesis. Interestingly, helical conformation also has a dramatic
effect on the initiation of HIV-1 plus-strand DNA synthesis by
the 15-nt RNA PPT primer. We demonstrated previously (73,
74) that plus-strand initiation is dependent on nucleic acid
contacts with “primer grip” residues (16) in the palm subdo-
main of the p66 subunit of RT. Thus, aromatic substitution (73)
and alanine-scanning mutations (74) in these residues abolish
plus-strand priming activity with an RNA PPT primer but do
not affect priming with a DNA version of the PPT. Gel shift
experiments with RNA or DNA PPT primer-template com-
plexes demonstrated that the efficiency of binding to RT is the
same with an RNA or DNA PPT primer; therefore, differences
in binding affinity could not account for the observed differ-
ences in priming activity (74). These results led to the conclu-
sion that the unusual helical structure of the RNA PPT is a
major determinant of plus-strand priming activity (74). In ad-
dition, these same primer grip mutations significantly reduce
or in some cases completely block priming of minus-strand
DNA synthesis by an R18 or a synthetic tRNA3

Lys primer while

FIG. 7. Effect of substitution muta-
tions upstream of the PBS in tem-
plates RNA 200 and RNA 244 on (�)
SSDNA synthesis primed by tRNA3

Lys

in the absence or presence of NC. A,
gel data. (�) SSDNA synthesis was initi-
ated with unlabeled native tRNA3

Lys

primer in the absence (lanes 1–8) or pres-
ence of NC (lanes 9–16), as described un-
der “Experimental Procedures.” The DNA
products synthesized with the RNA 200
and RNA 244 templates are shown in
lanes 1–4 and lanes 9–12, and lanes 5–8
and lanes 13–16, respectively. The tem-
plates used were as follows: wild-type,
lanes 1 and 9 and lanes 5 and 13; AloopU,
lanes 2 and 10 and lanes 6 and 14; mut
(143–149), lanes 3 and 11 and lanes 7 and
15; and mut (143–149)/AloopU, lanes 4
and 12 and lanes 8 and 16. The position of
(�) SSDNA is indicated by an arrow to
the left of the gel. B, PhosphorImager
analysis of gel data averaged from three
independent experiments. The data are
expressed as (�) SSDNA relative to that
made by the wild-type RNA 244 template
in the absence of NC (100%). The number
below each bar corresponds to the lane
numbers in A.
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having no effect on priming by a D18 primer (73, 74). By
analogy to the PPT primers, the binding affinities of the RNA
or D18 primer-template duplexes to RT might not have a major
influence on priming in minus-strand synthesis, as well. Thus,
we conclude that the correct structure of RT in the primer grip
region, as well as the helical conformation of the primer, are
critical for efficient initiation of both minus- and plus-strand
DNA synthesis.

In the absence of NC, we have also demonstrated that for
maximal synthesis of (�) SSDNA, at least 24 bases in the RNA
template, immediately downstream of the PBS, are required if
RNA primers are used (Fig. 2, B and C). These results are
generally in accord with earlier in vitro data indicating that
extension of tRNA3

Lys is less efficient if mutant RNA templates
contain deletions of sequences within a 54-nt downstream re-
gion (4, 55, 56). However, the present findings and other data
(46) appear to be at variance with the observation that the
primer activation signal increases (�) SSDNA synthesis when
downstream bases are mutated (53, 54).

How can we rationalize the requirement for additional down-
stream bases in the viral RNA template? The secondary struc-
ture of HIV-1 NL4-3 5� genomic RNA depicted in Fig. 1A shows
that sequences between nt 218 and 224 form a stem by base-
pairing with the sequences from nt 126 to 132. This stem
structure is highly conserved in HIV-1 (data not shown), and it
seems possible that the additional 24 downstream bases might
be important to maintain this stem structure and thereby
stabilize the initiation complex when NC is not present. A more
stable complex may also contribute to enhanced binding of the
complex to RT.

To determine whether it is possible to predict formation of a
more stable complex when the additional template bases are
present, we performed mfold analysis (60, 61) on the U5 RNA
sequence beginning at nt 113 and extending to nt 200–244 (Fig.
1); the 18-nt PBS was constrained by annealing to the 3� 18 nt
of tRNA3

Lys. The analysis showed that RNA 200 has a �G value
of �18.7 kcal/mol, whereas the �G values for RNA 224 and
RNA 244 are �24.1 and �32.4 kcal/mol, respectively. These
data are in agreement with the results shown in Fig. 2, B and
C and support the idea that the longer templates assume
conformations that favor annealing to R18 or tRNA3

Lys, which,
in turn, would result in formation of a more stable binary
complex. Apparently, the contribution of nt 201–224 is suffi-
cient for this effect, and therefore, RNA 224 is able to form the
secondary structure required for efficient (�) SSDNA synthe-
sis. This correlates well with the previous observation that an
HIV-1 MAL RNA template consisting only of nt 123–217 has a
very similar overall secondary structure as a longer HIV-1
MAL template consisting of nt 1–311 (11, 44, 46).

One of the most dramatic findings to emerge from this study
concerns the ability of NC to abrogate the requirement for
additional downstream bases in templates smaller than RNA
224 (Fig. 5). The NC effect was observed regardless of whether
heat or NC annealing was used to form the binary complex
(data not shown). The equivalence of heat and NC annealing
has been shown by Brulé et al. (72), but this finding differs from
reports by Rong et al. (38, 39), possibly because of different
experimental conditions. It is of interest to note that when the
dNTP concentrations are set at 5 �M (conditions that favor RT
pausing), NC also has a significant stimulatory effect on (�)
SSDNA synthesis with the RNA 224 and 244 templates (data
not shown), probably because NC reduces pausing at secondary
structure sites in viral RNA (57, 77). This observation raises
the possibility that in the cell, where dNTPs are thought to be
present at relatively low concentrations (78), NC may facilitate
formation of the most stable template RNA conformation for

efficient minus-strand DNA synthesis, even with genome-size
viral RNA.

Because the NC effect is seen only with tRNA and not with
R18 (Fig. 5), we speculated that NC nucleic acid chaperone
activity may be stabilizing extended interactions between the
tRNA primer and the RNA template. We considered the possi-
bility that the interaction between residues in the A-rich loop
and the anticodon loop of tRNA3

Lys promote efficient (�)
SSDNA synthesis (1, 9). However, although it has been re-
ported that substitution of the six residues in the A-rich loop
(nt 162–167 in HIV-1 MAL; GUAAAA) with five residues
(CUAUG) can significantly reduce (�) SSDNA synthesis
in vitro (1), others have shown that deletion of the four A
residues in HIV-1 HXB2 RNA leads to synthesis of slightly
lower or very similar amounts of (�) SSDNA over time (4, 49,
79). Under the standard conditions used in our system (HIV-1
NL4-3), mutation of the four A residues to four U residues
increases (�) SSDNA synthesis by �1.5–3-fold, in agreement
with the conclusion that removal of the four A residues elimi-
nates pause sites that impede reverse transcription (data not
shown) (4, 8, 49). The discrepancy between the results with
different mutations and HIV-1 strains may reflect the different
effects of each of these mutations on the conformation of the
specific viral RNA-tRNA complex.

We also investigated whether an extended interaction be-
tween the 3� arm of the anticodon stem and variable loop of
tRNA3

Lys and nt 143–149 in the template is related to the NC
effect. On the basis of modeling experiments, this interaction
has been suggested to promote RT binding by preventing steric
clashes between RT and the binary nucleic acid complex (11).
In our experiments, we found that mutation of nt 143–149
alone or in combination with the AloopU mutation leads to a
severe reduction in the activity of RNA 200 in reactions with
NC (Fig. 7). The fact that the two mutants make the same
absolute amount of (�) SSDNA in the absence or presence of
NC suggests that even when NC is missing, this interaction
plays some role in synthesis of (�) SSDNA, perhaps by affect-
ing the conformation of the initiation complex. In contrast,
under our usual assay conditions, RNA 244 template activity is
the same in the presence or absence of NC (Fig. 7) and is not
reduced by the single mutation in nt 143–149 (Fig. 7). The
small reduction in the activity of the RNA 244 double mutant in
the presence of NC may reflect partial destabilization of the
initiation complex, which NC and/or the downstream se-
quences cannot overcome. Viewed in their entirety, these re-
sults provide strong evidence that the nucleic acid chaperone
activity of NC modulates the stability of the initiation complex
by favoring an interaction between the 3� anticodon stem and
variable loop of the tRNA and complementary sequences in the
template. In the absence of NC, bases downstream of the PBS
also contribute to stabilization of the initiation complex and
promote efficient synthesis of (�) SSDNA. Experiments are
currently in progress to further investigate the nature of the
anticodon stem/variable loop-template interaction and the role
of NC in this process.

In summary, we have shown that the differences in the
activities of RNA, DNA, and chimeric DNA-RNA primers in the
initiation of reverse transcription are related to differences in
helical conformation and thermal stability of the primer-tem-
plate complexes. When RNA primers are used in the absence of
NC, the template must contain a minimum of 24 bases down-
stream of the PBS to achieve efficient (�) SSDNA synthesis,
presumably because the additional bases lead to a more stable
conformation of the viral RNA template. A similar requirement
for downstream elements is observed with chimeric DNA-RNA
primers that mimic the conformation and stability of the all-
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RNA primer. NC abrogates this requirement only in the case of
the full-length tRNA primer by stabilizing the interaction be-
tween the 3� anticodon stem and variable loop of the tRNA and
nt 143–149 in the RNA template. Taken together, these data
support an important functional role for NC-facilitated tRNA-
template interactions in initiation of reverse transcription in
vitro.
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